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Power Efficient and Reliable Nonvolatile TCAM
With Hi-PFO and Semi-Complementary Driver
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a high priority first
out (HiPFO) architecture of ternary content addressable mem-
ory (TCAM) to extend functions, not only “data comparison”
but also “priority encoding.” With that architecture, we can
select the longest matching prefix efficiently in terms of area and
power consumption. We also introduce a semi-complementary
data line driver (SCD2) and self-tuning VON (STV). With those
techniques, we can eliminate the dc current in the data line and
guarantee sensing margins even under small R-ratio nonvolatile
memory in a 3T-2R-based HiPFO cell. As in experimental
results, the PRAM-based HiPFO structure reduces the existing
power consumption of priority encoder, thereby reducing the
total power consumption by 27%. Also, thanks to the SCD2,
the power loss from the dc current is reduced by more than 26%.
In addition, the STV is helpful to overcome match line sensing
margin at low R-ratio, which resulted in 1.5 times or larger
sensing margin window improvement in the voltage swing of 1.2 V
and R-ratio of 3. All those techniques are built in nvTCAM
with 64-bit × 32 rows array, and showed 46% improvement
of total power consumption with simulation. And the nvTCAM
fabricated at 180-nm CMOS technology demonstrates HiPFO
operation.

Index Terms— 3T-2R nvTCAM, HiPFO, non-volatile memory,
nvTCAM, self-tuning VON circuit, semi-complementary data line
driver, TCAM.

I. INTRODUCTION

ALONG with the development of ultra-high-speed internet
service, the form of information to be delivered also

is changing beyond a simple character to a large capacity
multimedia. This induces the demand for a high performance
router as well as a high-speed link. The router performs the
operation of retrieving the Internet Protocol (IP) address from
the lookup table and forwarding the packet to the destination.
This has become an important element for determining the
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communication efficiency of the high-end network depend-
ing on how fast the data in the lookup table is searched
and processed. In recent years, many researches on Content
Addressable Memory (CAM) based lookup tables have been
conducted in order to overcome the time delay of routers
and achieve high speed packet transmission. In contrast to the
Random Access Memory (RAM), which the operating system
provides memory address to sequentially access data, the CAM
serves a high speed and efficient search engine through parallel
execution in a single operation [1].

The CAM is classified into binary CAM (BCAM) and
ternary CAM (TCAM) according to the search results it
provides. The BCAM is a type of memory that searches
a pattern consisting of 0’s and 1’s from the received data
and returns the address of the exact matching pattern. The
CAM is an effective hardware device for an information
retrieval application with fixed length of fields. There is a
clear contrast between BCAMs and TCAMs with respect that
the TCAM allows a third matching state of ‘don’t care’ (x)
as well as 0’s and 1’s as search results. The x-state, which
means wildcards, not only improves search engine throughput
by extending the search range of patterns but also provides
search flexibility such as pattern matching. Thus the efficiency
of the search extends the application range of TCAM to
the various network applications such as motion detection,
security, and routers [2], [3]. Moreover, in the environment
of the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) introduced for
increasing flexibility of the IP address domain, the TCAM is
widely researched as hardware to select Longest Matching Pre-
fix (LMP) in lookup table which allows variable length prefix.

TCAMs are also divided into several groups depending on
the type of memories used. The Static Random Access Mem-
ory (SRAM) based TCAM (sTCAM) [4] consists of 16 tran-
sistors per cell including two SRAM cells, which make a cell
size much larger than that of RAM. Also, as shown in Fig. 1,
the static power of the SRAM in the nanoscale technology is
expected resulting in an increase in the operating power of
the sTCAM. Therefore, the sTCAM is not suitable for large-
capacity network applications.

On the other hand, nonvolatile memory (NVM) based
TCAM (nvTCAM) provides a solution that can extend the
application scope to high-end networks by reducing cell area
and standby power consumption. Moreover, many researches
have been made to improve the performance by comple-
menting the fundamental problems of nvTCAM cells as fol-
lows: decreased match line (ML) capacitance (CML) for fast
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Fig. 1. Trends of the power consumption of sTCAM and nvTCAM.

search delay (TSD) in a long word length [5]–[10], reduced
NVM stress [8] and reduced sensitivity to the resistance
ratio (R-ratio) of the resistance-switching NVM’s [10]–[12].
However, the study to improve the performance has mainly
come to focus on cell characteristics including the sensing
circuits; the functions required for the search operation, such
as reordering of the table and priority encoder (PE), are still
burdensome in terms of area, latency, and power loss.

Since wildcards always return matched results irrespective
of input data. TCAM based lookup table may return multiple
matched results and the router has the burden of selecting
and returning the highest priority matched result. So, it is
necessary to update the lookup table frequently to maintain it
in aligned order or to add additional PE circuits. The resulting
power consumption, area increase, and processing delay are
challenges TCAM has to overcome.

Our goal is to present a TCAM suitable for large-capacity
network applications that meets small cell size, low power con-
sumption, efficient table update, and minimum post-processing
for returning the LMP. In this paper, we propose an area
efficient LMP return architecture and power saving techniques
as follows:

1) We propose what we call High Priority First Out (HiPFO)
architecture. In the HiPFO architecture, TCAM cell contains
a PE function without requiring additional area overhead, and
also executes the PE function in parallel during the cell search
operation without additional compare step.

2) We exploit 3T-2R nvTCAM for the proposed HiPFO
operation. This cell controls the discharge current of the ML
according to the three types of match results, thereby assuring
that the output of the ML is generated with regular time
interval.

3) We present a Semi-Complementary Data Line Driver
(SCD2). This reduces the static power inherently generated in
the used cell and extends the application range to the emerging
memory with a small R-ratio.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we survey
the basic operation of nvTCAM cell. Section III focuses on
the HiPFO architecture with 3T-2R nvTCAM and we introduce
SCD2 technique in Section IV. Section V presents performance
and measurement results. Finally, the conclusion is given in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Fig. 2 shows the structures of nvTCAM cells that have been
researched so far [9]. It has two resistors and a compare circuit

consisting of two or three transistors. The two resistors in
series or parallel represent resistance switching NVMs that
toggle between low resistance state (RLRS) and high resistance
state (RHRS). NVMs serve as a storage element for the stored
pattern and contributes to reducing the area by nearly two
thirds compared to the sTCAM. In a ML running in horizontal
direction, as many cells as the number of bits constituting
a word are connected and the ML repeats the operation of
discharge and charge according to the search result.

In the search operation, the high (VDL,H) and low (VDL,L)
levels of complementary data lines (DL/DLB) are driven in
vertical direction. And the resistance states and data line
polarities form a current path though ML discharge transistor
(NML). The gate voltage of NML (VNML) in case of the
matched cell or don’t care cell (x cell) is kept at low level
not to turn on the NML. In case of mismatched cell, however,
VNML surpasses the threshold so as to pull the voltage of ML
(VML) down to ground. Depending on the configuration of
the compare circuit, nvTCAM can be divided into two types.
The one determines the VNML level according to the current
flowing through the resistance. It provides a somewhat higher
voltage in the matched cell or x cell resulting leakage current
through NML (IML,LEAK) [6]–[8]. The others use voltage
divider to generate VNML [9]–[10]. It employs the VNML
another control circuit and consequently effectively reduces
the IML,LEAK.

A. Basic Operation of the 3T-2R Based nvTCAM

Fig. 3 shows the 3T-2R nvTCAM unit cell structure [10].
A PMOS, MP0, is placed as a voltage limiter between the
resistance divider and the NML. The operation of MP0 is
established by bias voltage, VON, and performs as a current
follower in the on state. It allows the output current to
track the input current in a mismatched cell and ensures a
sufficient VNML and ML discharge current (IML,DIS). In case
of the matched cell or ‘don’t care’ cell (x-cell), the MP0 is
turned off and preserve the VNML at a low level, providing
efficient suppression of IML,LEAK. The sensing margin window
(SMW), calculated through multiplying the voltage domain
margin (VMARGIN) with the time domain margin (HMARGIN)
is deteriorated by IML,LEAK. In this case, the VMARGIN is
obtained by normalizing the VML difference (�VML) between
ML of all x-cells in a word and ML of 1-bit mismatched cell
in a word. And an HMARGIN means a normalized time when
�VML is kept at 0.5V or more.

Fig. 4 shows the ML development waveforms for the
1-bit mismatch and match operations before and after using
the voltage limiter. In the 3T-2R cell structure, the VDIV
variation of x-cell has the most dominant influence on the
ML development. Thus, as the number of x-cells increases,
the development variation of ML increases. In this paper,
to maximize the effect of the R-ratio, we compared ML
of 1-bit mismatch and ML of match consisting of all x-cells.
In this case, ML of 1-bit mismatch is considered both the most
and smallest cases of x-cells.

As depicted in Fig. 4, the voltage limiter improves the SMW
by more than fourfold in the operating frequency of 500MHz
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Fig. 2. TCAM structure examples under consideration.

Fig. 3. 3T-2R nvTCAM cell structure and associated circuits.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the sensing margin window in Monte Carlo simulation
(RLRS/RHRS = 10K�/1M� with σ = 5% at R-ratio of 100) (a) 3T-2R
nvTCAM cell w/ voltage limiter (b) 3T-2R nvTCAM cell w/o voltage limiter.

or less. It is very crucial for the voltage limiter to set the opti-
mized VON as R-ratio or DL swing voltage decreases. Even
with voltage limiter, increasing VON for leakage containment
can slow down ML development speed, and the decreased VON

TABLE I

DESIRED VOLTAGE LEVELS OF 3T-2R BASED nvTCAM

causes narrow sensing margin due to leakage through the x-
cells like as in the conventional cells. The value of VON that
places SMW at maximum can be calculated as a function of
the MP0 threshold voltage (VTP0) as:

1

2

(
VDL,H − VDL,L

) + VDL,L − |VTP0|
< VON (1)

VON <

(
RHRS

RHRS + RLRS

)
(
VDL,H − VDL,L

)

+ VDL,L − |VTP0| (2)

Table I describes desired VDIV, VON, VLV, and VML levels
according to the stored data and search data combinations for
proper TCAM search operation.

B. Conventional Priority Encoder

The TCAM inherently requires a PE in order that routes
with a longer prefix always can take priority among multiple
match lines. The basic algorithm of PE begins by counting
the number of x-cells of the matched information. Thus, there
is a cost of storage area for storing the number information
of the x-cells as well as time for many comparisons. The
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Fig. 5. Breakdown of search power as a function of (a) WDL and (b) R-ratio of NVM.

complexity of those PE operations constrains the ordering of
the commercialized TCAM tables as follows. The stored data
must be sorted in decreasing order of prefix length or vice
versa. As long as the order of the information is prioritized,
PE implementation is straightforward and simple. However,
whenever routes of the table changes, update of the table is
needed to reorder the lookup table according to the length of
the prefix. These frequent updates lower the throughput of the
router and increase power consumption for table update.

Recently, the nvTCAM cell with priority-decision in mem-
ory (PDM) has been studied to solve these table constraints.
In the priority decision technique, the additional circuit for
priority encoding is merged with the nvTCAM cell and it
searches the longest prefix, where the table does not need to
be ordered according to the length of the prefix. According
to this study, the power generated by table update is reduced
around 36% - 67% in various scenarios [13]. However, priority
decision circuit added to each cell increases area by more than
80% and the 3 phase search operation is performed to find the
longest prefix information based on the matched result and
select the ML corresponding to it.

C. Search Power Distribution in nvTCAM

The search operation in the TCAM executes two steps of
operation, repeated every cycle, and returns the LMP from PE.

In the evaluation phase, the data pattern to be searched
is driven by the DL drivers, and ML is discharged for
mismatch result to ensure a distinction between match and
mismatch. Then, MLs are recovered to precharge level by
compensating for the loss by discharge or leakage during the
evaluation phase. This behavior of a TCAM cell causes power
consumption through various paths as shown in Fig. 3. The
ML charging power (PML) is dominated by CML increasing in
proportion to word-line length (WDL) as in equation (3). And
also DL driving power (PDL) depends on the capacitive load
of DL (CDL) determined by the number of rows that make
up the memory and the parasitic capacitance (CP) of the VLV
node as shown in (4). And therefore, the power in ML and DL
operation is dictated by the memory architecture and process

conditions.

PML = CML × VDD2 × f (3)

PDL = CDL × V2
DL,H × f + CP × VDL,H × VLV × f (4)

Fig. 5 shows the analytic result of power distribution
of 3T-2R based nvTCAM cell array with R-ratio of 100 and
64-bit WDL. We can see that the overhead of PE power (PPE)
accounts for around 11%-13% of total power consumption,
and it has a constant percentage regardless of array density as
shown in Fig. 5(a). Also, as the R-ratio decreases, the DC leak-
age power (PDC) is increased because there is current flowing
through the resistance in series between the complementary
DL/DLB.

Fig. 5(b) presents that PDC increases ten folds when R-ratio
drops to 3 from 100, which is four times the rate of the total
power. Therefore, the reduction techniques of PPE and PDC
are a key means for low power nvTCAM. Especially, removal
of the PDC is necessary to widen the range of application of
various R-ratio.

III. HIGH PRIORITY FIRST OUT ARCHITECTURE

To effectively reduce the overhead of PE, we propose the
HiPFO architecture in this paper. The comparison circuit using
the resistance divider type makes distinctly different voltage
levels according to the search results. Therefore we exploit a
sophisticated control technique of the current flowing through
MN0 (IML) based on 3T-2R nvTCAM to perform the priority
encoding function during search operation. In this section,
we explain the basic concept of the HiPFO cell and then
introduce the HiPFO controller. Finally, there is a performance
comparison [14].

A. Basic Concept of HiPFO Cell

Fig. 6 compares of 3T-2R nvTCAM cell and HiPFO cell.
The compared operation is similar to that of 3T-2R nvTCAM
but it includes three-phase control of VLV. Unlike 3T-2R
nvTCAM, the NMOS pass transistor (MN2) is disposed
between the resistance divider and NML, MN0. MP1 is
directly connected to the ML sharing the cells that make up
one word and is used to boost the ML voltage. MN2 and
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Fig. 6. Comparison of (a) 3T-2R nvTCAM cell and (b) HiPFO cell.

Fig. 7. Timing diagram for HiPFO cell operation.

MP1 are key components of the HiPFO operation. Depending
on the control of these two transistors, the HiPFO operation
is divided into two phases of functions in a single operation
as depicted in Fig. 7. In the evaluation phase, the search
pattern is applied via DL/DLB, where MN2 is turned on and
MP1 is off. MN2 transfers VDIV to VLV, setting the VNML
to be different from one another according to the comparison
result. Since VML maintains a precharge level, VSS, no current
path is through the NML. On the other hand, during the
encoding period, MN2 is turned off and MP1 is on. Due to
the inflow of current through MP1, VML increases. As VON
changes from high level to low level, the VLV isolated while
maintaining comparison result. The current driving capability
of NML is determined by VLV, which acts to block the charge
accumulation of the ML.

In the mismatched cell, VLV is high enough to exceed the
threshold voltage of MN0 (VTN0) and guarantees sufficient
NML driving capability. It plays a role in suppressing the rise
of VML during the encoding period. VLV in the matched cell

is low enough to maintain the NML in off state. The x-cell
performs a special function. VLV in x-cell is not high enough
to exceed the threshold, VTH0. But it has subthreshold leakage
in MN0 and disturbs the charge accumulation of ML. The bias
current flowing through MN1 reduces IML,LEAK as time goes
by, thus ensuring ML develop in x-cell sooner or later.

B. HiPFO Controller With Subsequent ML Block Circuit

As shown in Fig. 8, the HiPFO architecture consists of a
cell array and a HiPFO controller with subsequent ML block
circuit (SMB). The ML developing time (TML) in HiPFO array
is adjusted according to the number of x-cell connected to a
ML (N). Assuming x-cells and prefix cells constituting the
ML, the amount of leakage flowing through the NML of the
x-cell can be expressed as N · IML,LEAK, and the time interval
of TML between MLs (�TML) is defined as a function of the
current supplied by MP1 (IPU) and the total leakage current as:

�TML = C
∫ VML

0

1

I1
dv − C

∫ VML

0

1

I0
dv (5)

I0 = IPU, I1 = IPU − N × IML,LEAK (6)

∴ �TML = CML

IPU
×

∫ VML

0

(
N×IML,LEAK

IPU − N × IML,LEAK

)
dv (7)

The HiPFO controller receives the result of MLs which is
generated with a regular time interval. The ML that returns
the first search result restrains the subsequent ML from being
processed in the controller, so that it can output only the
search result with the highest priority. The HiPFO controller
consists of the subsequent ML blocking circuit (SMB), SMB
enable signal (EN) generator, and register that stores the
output. The EN generator is key component of the controller.
A NOR-type EN generator is employed to obtain a margin
to block subsequent ML results. The operation of NOR type
EN generator operates as follows. The EN signal shares the
output node of the ML sense amplifier (MLSA) and maintains
precharge level that is VDD during evaluation period. In the
encoding period, the first developed ML lowers the EN signal
to VSS. In particular, thanks to the NOR type structure, there is
no ordering restriction of the lookup table and a fast pull down
operation is possible resulting in sufficient blocking margin of
subsequent matched MLs.

The SMB circuit creates a pulse signal which triggers
flip-flops. It generates only one pulse in correspondence with
the first received ML, and subsequent signals are blocked
by the EN. The switch type power gate circuit artificially
adjusts the rising slope of the inverter delay after the output
of the first received ML is stored in the storage elements. And
it helps secure more blocking margin.

C. Performance Comparison of the HiPFO Architecture

Since the PVT variations of the MOSFET or passive device
result in the spread of IML,LEAK, the x-cell difference of
several bits can cause an error in the priority encoding order
between words.

According to the prefix address distribution of IPv6 routing
table [15], the length of prefix consists of a combination of
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Fig. 8. Architecture and associated circuit for HiPFO.

Fig. 9. Error rate based on Monte-Carlo simulation under PVT variation
(RLRS/ RHRS = 10K� / 100 K� with σ = 5%).

unit lengths of 4bits or more. Thus, the difference in prefix
length between words is at least 4bits. And words with x-cell
difference of 4bits or more unit length are advantageous to
noise immunity because they guarantee a sufficiently large
time delay. Fig. 9 describes error rate according to the num-
ber of x-cell through monte simulation of HiPFO cell with
σ = 5% of resistance variation under PVT corner condition.
Simulation results show that the proposed HiPFO architecture
has a stable priority encoding operation for patterns with a unit
length of 4bits or more. In this paper, we use an nvTCAM
arrays using prefixes of 8-bit length combinations with the
highest probability in IPv6 lookup table.

Fig. 10(a) shows the power dissipation in the HiPFO
architecture in comparison to previously published results
categorized into DL driver and array area including PE. This
analysis result is performed with 64-bit WDL and 32 rows
nvTCAM array.

The HiPFO architecture reduces power consumption by
25% and 27% compared to existing 3T-2R [10] plus PE
architecture under R-ratio of 100 and 10, respectively. This is
a result of the PE operation power being reduced by merging
the PE function in a cell plus reducing the DL driver power
owing to the low DL swing voltage in the HiPFO cell.

Conventional 4T-2R plus PDM structure [13] to overcome
the table reordering constraint increases the latency by more

Fig. 10. Comparison of (a) power and (b) search delay.

than three times due to complex matching operations. On the
other hand, the HiPFO architecture processes within a single
cycle from search to prioritization. However, as the x-cell
increase, the delay of TML increases additionally. Therefore,
the speed loss is inevitable depending on the number of x-cell
in LMP. Fig. 10(b) shows a search delay for the ML with
all prefix, while search delay increases by 40% and 15%
at R-ratio of 100 and 10, respectively, when the LMP with
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF HIPFO SIMULATION RESULT

TABLE III

OPERATING VOLTAGE FOR SCD2

50% x-cells are returned, For this reason, a ML replica circuit
with a worst sensing delay is needed in order to terminate the
sensing operation in practice.

Table II summarizes the simulation results and compares to
the existing nvTCAMs.

IV. SEMI-COMPLEMENTARY DL DRIVER

In the 3T-2R nvTCAM cell which is used in this work,
the IDC dominates the power consumption as the range of
applications extends to the emerging memory with small
R-ratio. In this paper, we propose a SCD2 to make nvTCAM
cell operate with low power consumption. In this section,
we first introduce the basic operation of the SCD2 and then
describe the VON control technique needed for SCD2, followed
by the effects of the HiPFO architecture employing SCD2.

A. Basic Operation of SCD2 in the 3T-2R nvTCAM Cell

Fig. 11 illustrates 3T-2R nvTCAM array using the SCD2.
The distinctive difference from the existing driver is that the
DLB drive transistor is turned off so that the DLB is floated

in VSS level (VF) while DL is driven to high level in 1-search
operation, and vice versa. The operating voltage of the SCD2

is adjusted as shown in Table III for search operation. The
functions of the cell applying the SCD2 are explained as
follows. Once the DL is driven to VDL,H during 1-search
operation, the VDIV is set to the divided value according to
the state of the resistance. The floating node DLB maintains
VSS at the beginning of the search operation, but the level is
raised by the charges flowing from DL. At this time, VDIV is
set in proportion to the rising rate of the voltage level of DLB
as in (8)-(9). The VON electrically isolates VDIV and VLV to
set and maintain the appropriate VLV from the continuously
rising VDIV. This behavior allows SCD2 to lower the power
consumption though the removal of the IDC and to widen
the applicability of NVMs with low R-ratio. And it is very
important for SCD2 to set the optimum VON timing. The
faster VON disables, the more difficult it is to secure VNML
in the matched cell, the slower the VON disables, the higher
the VLV node in the matched cell or x-cell is set, resulting
in significant IML,LEAK and reduce the sensing margin. Thus
the precise VON control ensures wide SMW and also prevents
malfunction in search operation.

If let node of DL or DLB floating, the divided voltage VDIV
is also influenced by deterministic noise from cells connected
to the same row. To minimize the effects of noise on floating
nodes, the proposed architecture provide as follows.

The DL or DLB signal pitch is optimized and verified by
post-layout simulation. And also the decoupling cap (CD)
connected to the floating DL or DLB increases the VDIV
voltage difference between the mismatched cell and matched
cell, which not only ensures internal operating margin but also
contributes to noise reduction.

VDIV0 =
(

R2

R1 + R2

)
VDL,H, α = e(ln VDL,H) (8)

VDIV = VDIV0 + VDL,H − αe

−1(

1+R1/R2
)

CD

t

(9)

B. Self-Tuning VO N Circuit

In this work, we use a Self-Tuning VON circuit (STV) to
secure the reliable VLV discrimination between mismatched
cell and x-cell in the existing 3T-2R nvTCAM using SCD2.
As shown in Fig. 11, the STV consists of a resistance divider
replicating VDIV of mismatched cell, power source transistor
(MP3, MN3) and VON driver (MP4, MN4). Once DL pulse
is applied, VDIVR becomes the divided voltage close to VSS
according to the R-ratio and VON is set to VDD within 150ps
with R-ratio of 10. This means the STV always provides the
minimum time ensuring that VDIV is electrically connected
to VLV in mismatched cell. The STV also helps nvTCAM
work at lower VDD level. The low VDD margin in the 3T-2R
nvTCAM cell is related to the VTP0. Assuming R-ratio of 3
in the operating voltage of 1.0V, VDIV has a maximum value
of 0.75∗1.0V, which is near VTP0 considering VTP0 variation,
it is not enough to provide sufficient overdrive voltage to MP0.
However, in the nvTCAM cell using SCD2and STV, the VDIV
rises along 1.0V level, so that it is less sensitive to the variation
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Fig. 11. 3T-2R nvTCAM array with SCD2.

Fig. 12. Comparison of SMW based on Monte-Carlo simulation
(RLRS = 10K� with σ = 5%, 64-bit WDL). (a) Waveform and (b)
normalized SMW.

of VTP0. Fig. 12 compares Monte Carlo simulation results
based on different temperatures and corner conditions. SCD2

and STV circuit is helpful to overcome ML sensing margin
in low R-ratio, which resulted in 1.5 times or larger sensing

Fig. 13. IDC characteristic of HiPFO cells (RLRS = 10K�, σ = 5%).

margin window improvement in the voltage swing of 1.2V and
R-ratio of 3.

C. Extending Applications to HiPFO Architecture

The SCD2 has the advantage of expanding the applica-
tion range to the HiPFO cell structure while providing the
structure of the driver optimized for 3T-2R nvTCAM cells.
Fig. 13 shows the IDC characteristics obtained by performing
a Monte Carlo simulation with σ = 5% of resistance variation
in cells. Thanks to the SCD2, measured IDC in a cell is reduced
by around 24%-77% with R-ratio of 10 or less. However,
there is a static current flow through bias transistor (MN1) in
HiPFO cell, which leads a reduction in the effect of SDC2. The
proposed SCD2 technique is provided to HiPFO architecture
which is composed of 64-bit WDL and 32 rows.

After using SCD2 in HiPFO structure, 46% of DL driver
power loss was saved compared to the HiPFO structure,
which is 26% of the total power as shown in Fig. 14.
In addition to low power consumption, SDC2 offers another
important advantage: DL voltage swing can be lowered, and
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Fig. 14. Comparison of power consumption at R-ratio of 10.

also operation stability is ensured at small R-ratio. In the
proposed HiPFO cell, setting the VLV in the 1-bit mismatched
cell to well-defined value is difficult when the R-ratio is less
than 10. This results in the possibility of a mismatch or low-
priority match result being firstly output. However, SCD2

contributes to stability by providing a large VLV ratio between
mismatched cell and x-cell. The SCD2 is sensitive to the RC
delay of DL so that the size of the ROW is limited to around
32. However, the SCD2 can be deployed in a local DL driver to
extend to a large density memory with hierarchical DL driver.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The proposed low-power nvTCAM employing the HiPFO
architecture and SCD2 technique was evaluated using 180nm
CMOS process and NVM modeled with poly-Si resistors in
order to verify the applicability to various R-ratio. In the
proposed scheme, the RLRS uses 1K� or 10K� resistance
model and the RHRS is determined by the R-ratio. And the
Monte Carlo simulation model considers R-ratio variation by
applying the variation of σ = 5% for each RLRS/RHRS.

In this paper, the target R-ratio of HiPFO cell is 10 and it
is designed to be extendable to the R-ratio of 3.

In order to verify the behavior of proposed HiPFO and
power saving effect of SCD2 technique, we fabricated a test
chip with array of 64-bit WDL.

A. HiPFO Architecture

Fig. 15 represents post-layout simulation results. The mea-
sured �TML between MLs composed of 8-bit unit length
prefix combinations shows a similar value of 500ps despite
temperature and process variation, demonstrating that the
time interval due to random noise is not extreme through
appropriate VREF regulation.

The measured �TML according to the number of x-cells is
summarized in Table IV.

Fig. 16 shows a photo of the fabricated die and the chip
layout in the die. Some measurement results are also included
in Fig. 16. The ML output delay is proportional to the number
of x-cells, N. In the HiPFO array including MLs consisting of
a different number of the x-cells and the prefix cells, Fig. 16(b)
shows the result of monitoring ML development. And the
measured MLSA output demonstrates that ML has different
delay times depending on N as shown in Fig. 16(c). This

Fig. 15. Post-layout simulation of (a) ML development (b) output of MLSA
of HiPFO architecture and the measured TML according to the number of
x-cell.

Fig. 16. (a) Test chip die photo and layout, (b) measured waveform of ML
and (c) measured waveform of MLSA.

agrees with the post-layout simulation showing the output of
the array and MLSA with a ML interval of 2.2ns at N=32 as
shown in Fig. 15.
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TABLE IV

MEASURED TIME INTERVAL OF MLS (�Tml)

Fig. 17. Post-layout simulation of 3T-2R nvTCAM using SCD2 with R-ratio
of 3 (a) measured IDL (b) measured VML.

TABLE V

TCAM DESIGN FEATURE

B. Low Power nvTCAM Using SCD2

TCAM, which employs a resistance divider structure,
requires considerable power consumption as a dc current con-
sumed by the complementary data line. The proposed SCD2

circuit eliminates the dc current flowing between data lines by
keeping one of DL/DLB floating. However, the sophisticated
control of VON is required to set the appropriate VDIV and
VLV values while ensuring minimum NML overdrive setting
time in mismatched cell. Thanks to STV, it was possible to

control the overdrive setting time in the mismatched cell to
be 150ps or less. In addition, the results also show that the
precise control of the VON can extend the application to the
emerging memory with an R-ratio 10 or lower. Fig. 17 shows
the post-layout simulation of 3T-2R cell with SCD2. The result
showed the current reduction of DL driver by 65% at R-ratio
of 3 and the measurement results is expected to be similar.
Table V summarizes the feature of the test chip.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a study on highly integrated, power
efficient, and reliable nvTCAM architecture. First, we propose
a HiPFO cell that combines PE and cell based on the 3T-2R
nvTCAM. The HiPFO cell outputs the compare result in a
time interval, according to the priority order during search
operation in a single clock cycle. And it does not require
any area overhead and lookup table ordering constraints.
The use of HiPFO reduces the power consumption by 27%
compared to the conventional TCAM structure that requires
PE. In addition, a SCD2 is proposed to improve the power
consumption coming from the dc current of the 3T-2R cell
type. The proposed technique maintains the floating state of
one side of complementary data line and improves power
consumption of dc current source, which is equivalent to
26% of total power consumption of nvTCAM represented by
PRAM.

In addition, the STV circuit overcomes ML sensing margin
in low R-ratio, which resulted in 1.5 times or larger sensing
margin window improvement in R-ratio of 3. The proposed
HiPFO and SCD2 technique offers the advantages in terms of
area and power, and it also shows the possibility of extending
to a wide range of applications by ensuring the reliability.
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